The paper is an attempt of sociolinguistic and cultural analysis of the cognitive mechanisms in commercial names nomination of various urban organizations. One thousand Chelyabinsk commercial names influenced by English language are studied. It is shown that commercial names make up an open lexical system depending on social and cultural changes, in which English influence on nomination is an evident and growing tendency. Language fashion is realized in commercial nomination via the influence of English as a global language on the Russian word-building system. Pragmatic function of commercial names, transformations of lexical meanings in the process of borrowing from English into Russian, and creativity in local word-building are discussed.
Introduction
Recent dramatic transformations in the Russian Federation after perestroika at the end of the last century influenced all spheres of life. Language as communication means cannot stand apart from the process and answers to new social tendencies on all its levels. Language contacts are extremely significant in language development. Vocabulary changes happen quicker in comparison to changes on phonological and grammatical levels, introduced, spread, and noticed by language users as they reflect numerous new social, economical, and cultural phenomena.
A new for the Russian Federation type of economic relations resulted in the appearance of many privately or state owned big, average, and small firms, shops, studios, and clubs which had and still have to be officially registered and named. The nomination process of such commercial organizations is necessary but difficult to regulate and standardize, hopefully a sociolinguistic study of the phenomenon will lead to a number of recommendations for businessmen and city administration on how to avoid or minimize mistakes in commercial names creation. institution, corporation, society, office, and club (Podolskaja, 1988, p. 151) . The first attempt to classify commercial names was undertaken by Superanskaja. Ergonyms form two opposite groups: (1) real, indicating where the company is located or what it produces and (2) symbolic, containing implicit indication of its activity. Abbreviations of commercial names can be referred to both types (Superanskaja, 1973, p. 197) .
Shchetinin states that commercial names perform an aesthetic function as they are chosen to create a festive atmosphere for consumers (Shchetinin, 1968) .
Shimkevich supposes that ergonyms can be pragmatic, with a clearly expressed speech influence on an addressee and without such influence (Shimkevich, 2002) . He divides pragmatic ergonyms into informative, providing additional information about an organization and associative, creating positive associations. However, all ergonyms are informative for city dwellers and in most cases for city guests. It seems that all ergonyms are pragmatic and positively motivated because they are created for marketing reasons to promote the result of a certain commercial group activity. Such names are secondary motivated formations, formed from proper or common names or set phrases.
A detailed description of commercial names classifications, possible ways of translating, thematic groups of ergonyms are given by Konovalova and Lupacheva (Konovalova & Lupacheva, 2013) .
Samsonova approaches ergonyms of foreign origin as a system in the communicative space of a city from the aspects of nomination, language creativity, and foreign influence. Any word or phrase with a motivated foreign element in commercial names is understood by her as ergonym (Samsonova, 2012, p. 248) . It is a wide approach to foreign words study.
Lozovoj and Nazvanova prove that extra-linguistic factors dominate in the naming mechanisms of ergonyms (Lozovoj & Nazvanova, 2013, p. 25) .
Commercial names are in general studied on the local material that allows analyzing universal and specific tendencies of their development and functioning. They are divided into native and borrowed, the latter being completely, partially, or not assimilated words, barbarisms. Completely assimilated foreign words in commercial names are not analyzed in this paper because they are already a part of Russian vocabulary.
There is a growing interest in ergonyms analysis in Russian linguistics because a number of problems are still open for study. Among such problems is the role of English language on Russian commercial names.
Method
This study is a sociolinguistic and cultural approach to analyzing Chelyabinsk commercial names that are influenced by the English language. The target of the integral analysis is to gather information about: (1) the structural and semantic peculiarities of commercial names; (2) the major social spheres conditioning the formation of commercial names influenced by English language; and (3) the problems of commercial names perception by Russians.
Data Collection
Data collection consisted in the content analysis of about 1,000 commercial names influenced by English language found in the lists of 5,000 Chelyabinsk commercial organizations.
1 Chelyabinsk commercial names are grouped into 27 spheres of activities. Only three types of commercial names with the largest number of names with English language influence are chosen for analysis. They include education, tourism, and shopping.
Original orthography is preserved in the examples. Famous English brands are not studied.
Results
The first ergonyms influenced by English language appeared in Chelyabinsk in the 90s of the last century as a result of the new tendencies in political, economical and cultural policy in Russia after the end of the Cold War. Private initiatives in business were approved by the country and city administrations; contacts with foreign partners were established; business trips abroad became possible for more people. English language knowledge became an important factor in career building. It conquered a large territory of the city communicational space and firmly established itself in the quickly growing system of commercial names, adapting to the new local space, sometimes blending with Russian language, sometimes preserving and sometimes losing the original meaning and spelling.
Commercial Names Influenced by English Language in Educational Sphere
There was only one high school with teaching some subjects in English in Chelyabinsk in the last half of the 20th century. At present, the English language is not only a part of syllabus of all state educational establishments, but of 127 privately owned schools and teaching centers. IQ007 is an ironically sounding local blend (it unites IQ, a well known abbreviation, and the end of the precedent name), demonstrating creativity of the local nomination process. However, the whole net of the English language learning centers DIY is a wrongly used abbreviation. Native Language is another misleading name for a language center recruiting students whose native tongue is Russian.
Commercial names of English language schools and centers in Chelyabinsk are borrowed from English vocabulary and are registered in their original form.
Commercial Names of Travel Agencies Influenced by English Language
There are hundreds of large and small travel agencies in Chelyabinsk, about 40% of whose names are in English or represent the mixture of English and Russian words or transliterations from English into Russian.
The keywords in Chelyabinsk tourist agencies names are travel and tour. Touristar is an original blend formed from the nouns tourist and star. Russian and English words can be mixed in Матрешка (Russian doll) travel, МноGO туров (the first word is a Russian-English blend formed from many in Russian and go), Русь-travel (from the poetic synonym to Russia and travel). Many tourist ergonyms are transliterations from English into Russian: Даймонд тур, Бэст тур, Бриз-трэвел, Дримтур, Алпин-драйв, Ривертур. Tourist agencies names without direct indication to the sphere of activity are also numerous: World express, Discovery, Prosper link, Sea magic, Blue Sky… Commercial names of Chelyabinsk tourist agencies influenced by English language are structurally and semantically different. They are not often fresh, metaphorical and can be found in many other cities. Creativity of tourist ergonyms influenced by English language is realized in blends.
Commercial Names of Shops Influenced by English Language
The third group of ergonyms is the most numerous due to the variety and number of shops, different ways of English language influence, more expressed advertizing function, and many effective and rather misleading ergonyms.
One word names prevail in this group of ergonyms : Casual, Outfit, Reserved, Shape, Shift, Stylish, Guess, Twist, Savage, People, Easy, Beauty, House, Solid, Extra, Collection, Your, Outlet, Funny, Stylish. Ergonyms may become ambiguous as a result of transliteration from Russian into English. Desert is not an area of land with no water and almost no vegetation, but dessert, something sweet to eat at the end of a meal! Chelyabinsk commercial names of shops are made of English words and phrases, parts of English words added to Russian words that can be transliterated into English or written in Cyrillic, misspelled English words. Compounding and blending are most frequently found ways of word-building in such ergonyms.
Conclusion
Local commercial names reflect the general tendencies of language development. These globalization tendencies combine the influence of English on nomination processes, on the one hand (globalization), and strong local traditions of nomination (localization), on the other. The influence of English language is realized in three ways: (1) English words, phrases and sentences are used to name Russian commercial organizations; (2) English and Russian words are blended in one commercial name; and (3) transliteration, complete and partial, from English into Russian.
It is possible to make a conclusion that educational centers and travel firms are named by people with a good command of English. There is a more creative and less strict approach to the nomination of shops.
